Philosophy
Buying into modernity while preserving traditional
strengths. That allows us to keep the ambitious
balance between know-how and experience.

True to this motto, we continually develop further
while keeping our machinery fully up-to-date. Our
employees are professionals in the field of cranes and
heavy haulage and guarantee customised solutions
tailored precisely to your needs. Our own high quality standards serve as a benchmark for our customers.
For every order. Every day.

MSG: South Baden‘s strength
Successful for decades –
with drive, professionalism and proximity to
customers

Strong. Fast. Boundless
If you were only given three words to describe our
company, these would undoubtedly be near your
top choice. Yet MSG has much more to offer:
High flexibility, extraordinary precision and dedicated commitment characterise daily work in our
family-run company.
For over two decades, MSG has stood for innovative
crane services, on-target heavy goods transport and
dynamic project logistics. Highly qualified employees at three sites
-Kehl, Kappel-Grafenhausen, Teningen-Freiburgprovide solutions for any challenge.

Technical – Logistical – Personal – Individual

Contact
MSG Krandienst GmbH
Robert-Koch-Straße 9
77694 Kehl-Auenheim
Tel.
+49 (0) 78 51 / 91 17 - 0
Fax. +49 (0) 78 51 / 91 17 - 11
Gewerbestraße 16
77966 Kappel-Grafenhausen
Tel.
+49 (0) 78 22 / 300 55 - 0
Fax. +49 (0) 78 22 / 300 55 - 11
Carl-Benz-Straße 5
79331 Teningen-Freiburg
Tel.
+49 (0) 76 63 / 91 44 - 0
Fax. +49 (0) 76 63 / 91 44 - 11
Internet:
E-Mail:

www.msg-kran.de
info@msg-kran.de

Heavy Haulage

Crane services

Project Logistics

… for us the way is the goal

… powerful and flexible lifting

… networking is team work

Whether national or international heavy haulage
up to 300 tonnes: our tightly meshed cooperation
network enables us to organise heavy haulage for
you throughout Germany and Europe or implement
complex task assignments.
Our heavy-duty fleet comprises 16 three- and fouraxle semi-trailer tractors, which can be combined
individually with 30 semi-trailers.
– from the 3-axle flat bed to the 7-axle SEMI
– Inclined loaders
– Own accompanying vehicle 2 and 3 fleet
(route checking, monitoring)
– Cross-border heavy haulage
– In-house approval department

Every project is new, and no building site is like the other.
Requirements vary for every order – MSG has the right
solution on hand for all challenges. And the appropriate
equipment for every application. Our versatile vehicle
fleet can be used in an optimally graduated load range
and extends from the manoeuvrable 40-tonne crane
and mobile construction cranes (MK series) through to
the 750-tonne mobile heavy-lifting crane.
Application fields:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Crane work
Port transshipments
Wind energy converters
Mobile construction crane MK88
Compact cranes
Commissioning service throughout Germany

How does the tunnel boring machine get to the
sea port? How does a mixing plant get to France?
We know the right approach for this too. Our staff
from Project Logistics bundle experience from the
cranes and heavy loads fields. We combine our expertise into multi-modal transport and look for the
perfect mode of transport for your requirement. As
an owner-managed company, we have short decision-making and communication paths together with
an excellent network. The combination of cranes,
transport and loading via inland waterway vessel is
our speciality. In addition, we organise the complete logistics chain from a „single source“, thus keeping communication simple for you while taking the
goods safely and smoothly to their destination.

